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SCHOOL PICNIC

Each school arranges the picnic to break the dullness of a
school's routine. Bilal school organised a picnic at Yazoo Park, Virar.
Separate picnics were arranged for boys & girls.
th

Girls section had their picnic on 24 Dec., & Boys section
st
went on 21 December. Teachers and Admin staﬀ are divided in to
two. That some were going with boys and some with girls. Our
honourable Chairman & Principal took short meeting and instructed
all staﬀ that which precautions had to told on actual picnic day. They
instructed all staﬀ that each students safety was must.
Students were called at 7.30am in school for Picnic. There
were three buses for boys arranged by the school to Yazoo Park.
Students started to arrive from 7:15 am to school. All students were
distributed in groups and each of 2 teachers was given the
responsibility of particular groups of students. Respective teachers
had taken attendance of their groups. School chairman introduced
boys about what precautions, Dua and manners have to take at
picnic made for safe journey by all. All students were in jubilant mood
and very excited about their picnic. They were instructed previously
not to carry any lunch boxes or any extra burdens except one extra
dress and snacks and water bottles. Now the time arrived to actual
start of journey.
After by any hook & crook students ride in the buses again
attendance was taken & buses were on their way to destination on.
Students started to recite Naats and Duas which they know. Students
are eating snacks, chocolates and other things. All the three buses
were moving one behind the other as instructed. But due to traﬃc one
of the bus moved front then students inside it started to tease to other
bus students. All the teachers were also encouraged and joined with
students. The students were extremely excited and kept reciting
Naats and Hamd in the bus till they reached the venue Yazoo Park,

Virar is the place which gave an experience of seeing surrounded
greenery and the beauty of nature.
We all were welcomed by the staﬀ of the Yazoo Amusement
Park. They had given entry passed to all of us. Students were
amazed to see the statue of a dinosaur and big gorillas at the
entrance and other adventure equipment's. A delicious break fast of
“Idli, Sambhar and Masala Dosa was oﬀered to all of us following by
delicious tea and coﬀee.
The dining place was really comfortable and clean. The next
place visited was the green grass lawn where the students played
few games like 'Blind Fold' & passing the brick” The most enjoyable
time was in the play area with swing, slides, see-saw, merry-goround, spring animals, mini car driving. The number of these is
equipment's are really remarkable that students played on each &
every equipment's. As well the one & only one dragon train journey
was really enjoyed by the students along with teachers. Students
rode on a fun track of decorative dragon train with colourful coaches.
It took a full circular round of nearly one kilometre to all of us. After a
tiring and fun packed morning we all headed for our lunch in the same
dining area.
There was a ﬁsh aquarium in the park which contains Sharks
little turtles, crocodiles and many types of lag and small ﬁshes.
Information of said ﬁshes was written on the walls of aquarium.
Students collected lots of knowledge as well as many questions to
the teachers about ﬁshes.
Amongst all the slides students enjoyed a lot on the free fall
slide & dragon slide. Some students were afraid to sit in the slides. So
teachers sat along with them in the rides to encourage them.
The delicious tempting lunch was served by the staﬀ which
contains Noodles, Chole, Fried Rice, Gulab Jamun, etc. After lunch
students went in most awaiting area of water park. There were three
swimming pools and one fountain amongst. One is kids of 5 to 7 years
& another one is for teenagers and next. Students enjoyed a lot into
the pools which was not so deep. Safe and non-slippers. Students
enjoyed by the bottom of the heart in the swimming pool. Students
splashed swam and enjoyed more than two hours in the water. It was

5:30pm, when students came out from water and changed their
clothes. They had hot tea and coﬀee.
Teachers took attendance according to their said groups.
Now the time to return home arrived. Students rode in the bus at 7:15
pm to their home word journey. Now students were exhausted and
slept in the bus as soon as the bus started. Now parents were giving a
call frequently to the teachers, Principal and Chairman. When the bus
came near Worli some parents were waiting to their words. Students
dropped down on the way to their parents. We all were reached
school by 8:30 pm.
All returned with sweet memories of the picnic. Parents were
already waiting for them at the school gate.
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